
  

UNIVERSITY  OF  DURHAM 
 

BOARD OF THE FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HEALTH 
 

02 June 2005 
 

 
Present:   Professor RJ Allison (Dean and Chairman), Professor A Amin, Professor A 
Antoniou, Professor D Byrne, Professor D Campbell, Professor A Ehteshami, Professor R 
Gott, Professor APS Hungin, Dr E Murphy, Dr C Gerrard (Vice Dr G Philip) Professor RD 
Smith, Ms C Hyde-Wesson, with Miss L Ayre, Mrs S E Blenkinsopp, Mrs J  Race, and Mrs M 
Allison (Executive Assistant)  
 
Professor Sir K Calman (Vice-Chancellor), Professor P Jones, (Deputy Vice-Chancellor and 
Sub-Warden, Mr L Sanders (Registrar) and Mr S Chadwick (Director, Strategic Planing and 
Change Unit) attended for item 57. 

 
 

MINUTES 
 

PART A:  STRATEGIC ISSUES 
 

57 UNIVERSITY STRATEGY  
 

Received:   
(a)  the draft University Strategic Plan 2005-2010. 

(Document BF/SSH/04/27- filed with the Minutes) 
 
(b) a presentation on the University Strategy from the Deputy Vice-Chancellor and 

Sub-Warden.   
 
Reported:  
 
(a) that over 100 pages of comments had been received from more than 70 

individuals or representative groups. 
 
(b) that the strategy  would be submitted  to HEFCE as  it was a requirement of 

HEFCE that a corporate plan including a strategy was produced every two 
years. 

 
Noted: 
(a) the Vice-Chancellor commented that this was a very important document 

which would set out the university’s priorities to 2010 and beyond.  This was a 
key time for the university, given the closeness of the RAE and it was 
important to have such statements  regarding the university's priorities. 

 
(b) that the document was a  very high level document meant to be something you 

could discuss and show to people quickly.  It was about key principles and not 
about individual departments or faculties, although there was no doubt that a 
series of other strategies such as faculty, departments, HR, Estates, Culture 
etc would appear under this document.  

 
(c) that all comments under Priorities were important statements and it was 

recognised that the wording may need to be defined  such as adding dates,  
amounts of numbers of larger groups etc which would provide clearer 
statements for individual departments.  
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(d) that the production of the strategy had been a really interesting process and 
the Vice-Chancellor was delighted  with the amount of involvement there had 
been across the University which had formed an important part of the whole 
process. 

 
(e) a general discussion took place  and the following comments were made: 
 

Under Priorities 2010 
• that with regard to increasing the number and percentage of research 

students a target should be set of 10%. 
 

The Deputy Vice-Chancellor replied that one of the issues regarding 
postgraduate research was whether the University see this as an income  
stream or resource for the benefit of the University.  The vice-Chancellor 
commented that this was an important point as research students should 
be seen as a part of the research and not just a source of income. 

 
• Would any of the world leading research groups be involved in 

collaboration with other universities. 
 

The Vice-Chancellor responded that there were  parts of the University 
recognised as world class and therefore he could not see a see a problem 
with collaboration.  
 

• the Deputy Dean brought the Board’s attention to the way in which the 
wording of the statements 4 and 5 regarding increasing the number and 
proportion of postgraduate research students, this  might be seen as if we 
are looking at the postgraduate students as sources of income rather than 
them contributing towards international or research funding body. The 
university need to look at not just the number of postgraduate students 
recruited but the qualify of the postgraduate research students in terms of 
improving the quality of postgraduate research and not just looking at the 
income they generate.   It is crucial to have quality research students in 
order that they can contribute to the research culture. The Vice-Chancellor 
suggested the wording under points 4 or 5 could perhaps be amended to 
read “To support international excellence in our world leading groupings 
we would like to increase the number and proportion of postgraduate 
students”. 
 
 

Under International Profile:  
• Are we happy in the 94 Group or should the Russell Group be what the 

University should be aspiring to be part of, if not, why not?  If we remain in 
the 94 Group then what role do we want to play within it, do we want to 
change it or are we happy to be part of it or are we looking for something to 
show us the way to be an international shaper? 

 
• The University seemed to be anchored in the North East. Should be 

looking at our international profile and asking whether it make sense to 
forge external links perhaps in partnership with other institutions.  If this is 
not what we want to do then we should say why we don’t want to do it. 
Look at how Warwick University now has a very successful place in 
London because they recognised the importance of being seen as an 
international player that you need to have a key foothold in key 
geographical locations. 
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PART B:  ROUTINE BUSINESS 
 

 
58 MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING 
 
 Confirmed:  the minutes of the meeting held 5th May 2005. 

(Document BF/SSH/04/28 – filed with the Minutes) 
 
59 MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES 
 
 Noted: there were no matters arising from the minutes.   
 
60 DEAN’S BUSINESS 

  
 (a) Deputy Dean Post
 

Reported: that there had been a large amount of interest in the posts of Deputy 
Dean.  If Heads of Departments were aware of anyone who was interested in 
becoming a Deputy Dean they should contact the Dean as soon as possible as 
it was envisaged that the appointments would  be  made with the approval of 
the Vice-Chancellor at the end of June.   

  
 

(b) Planning Process
 

Reported:  that the planning process was now almost concluded. The 
Treasurer was in the process of drawing up the document to be received by  
Finance and General Purposes Committee and the University Executive 
Committee would receive the document shortly afterwards.  Once UEC had 
approved the document the Dean would circulate the Faculty Plan to Heads of 
Departments. 

 
(c) Scholars Dinner

 
Noted:   
(i) that the Executive Secretary would be requesting the names of the best 

first and second year students from departments in order to invite the 
students to the Faculty Scholars Dinner. 

 
(ii) that the Scholars Dinner had been arranged for Tuesday 25 October 

2005. 
 
 
 

(d) Junior Researchers
 

Reported:  that  the Faculty had awarded a larger number of junior research 
associate ships this year than last.  The Dean had received a number of letters 
from the students expressing their delight at receiving the award.   
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(e) New University Appointments
 

Noted: that Senate had approved the following senior University appointments: 
 

(i) Pro-Vice Chancellor (Research): Professor James Stirling from the 
Department of Physics with effect from 1 September 2005 

 
 

(ii) Dean of Arts and Humanities:  Professor Seth Kunin from the University 
of Aberdeen  with effect from 1 September 2005. 

 
 
61 DEPUTY DEAN’S BUSINESS 
  
 Noted: there was no Business for the Deputy Dean 
 
 
62 NEXT MEETING 
 

Noted:  
(a) that the next meeting of Faculty Board scheduled for 3 July 2005 had been 

cancelled.  
 
(b) that as this was the last  meeting of the academic year, the Dean wished to  

thank Professor Amin   for his contribution to the Faculty during his time as 
Head of the Department of Geography. 

 
(b) the Dean also extended his thanks to the Deputy Dean, Dr Murphy on behalf of 

the Faculty for the great job she had done for the Faculty during her time as 
Deputy Dean. 

 
 
 

PART C:  MATTERS OF REPORT 
 
 
 
63 ITEMS FOR FUTURE DISCUSSION 

 
(a) Feedback from Planning Process (Minute 43e refers) 
 
(b) Ethical approval of research proposals (Minute 49 refers).  
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